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The seasons understand that balance  
is the heart of change,  
And understanding that, the seasons  
always rearrange.  
Yet still the order seems as endless  
cycles round the sun,  
And when we think we've learned  
something, the lesson's just begun.

[From "Lighten Up and Let It Go,"  
Bobby Bridger, © 1981 Stareyes Music (ASCAP), 708% West 8th, Austin, Tex-  
as 78701; words used by permission;  
painting by George D. Boutwell, Jr.,  
Austin] Texas longhorns at a water-  
hole. As the grazing industry devel-  
opied at the turn of the century, the  
parasite Cochlidiomyia hominivorax be-  
came a major pest of livestock. Autoci-  
dal control of the pest has led to new  
problems. See page 361.